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Abstract 30 

Long-term variations in precipitation during the major rainy periods in Japan—the Baiu 31 

(June–July) and Akisame (September–October) seasons—are investigated using 32 

precipitation records from 44 weather stations in western to eastern Japan over the past 33 

120 years (1901–2020). The total amount of Baiu precipitation has increased over the 34 

1901–2020 period, mainly during the mid–late stages of the season (late June–July) over 35 

regions on the Sea of Japan side of the country. In contrast, the precipitation amount 36 

during the Akisame season has decreased, mainly during the mid-stage (late September–37 

early October) over all regions. The frequency and intensity of heavy precipitation have 38 

generally increased in both seasons, but the trends are much stronger for the Baiu season 39 

compared to those for the Akisame season. A prominent positive trend, 23.5% per 100 40 

years (18.1% per ℃ ), which is much higher than the Clausius–Clapeyron rate 41 

(approximately 7% per ℃), is observed for the Sea of Japan side of western Japan for 42 

the seasonal maximum 1-day precipitation total during the Baiu season. It may be 43 

noteworthy that the observed long-term trends differ greatly between the Baiu and 44 

Akisame seasons even though the statistical significances of the trends are not so high, 45 

because similar differences between the two rainy seasons are found in the results of 46 

global warming simulations. 47 

 48 

Keywords  Baiu; Akisame; rainy season; precipitation; long-term variation 49 
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1. Introduction 50 

There are two major rainy periods in Japan. The first one appears in early summer (typically 51 

June–July) and is called the “Baiu” season, which is identified as the period of peak 52 

precipitation and minimum sunshine duration and is especially evident in southwestern 53 

Japan (Ninomiya and Murakami 1987). The Baiu season is associated with the seasonal 54 

northward migration of the Meiyu–Baiu rainband, which extends zonally from eastern China 55 

to southern Japan and is accompanied by a frontal zone (Ninomiya and Murakami 1987; 56 

Wang and LinHo 2002). The second one is recognized in early autumn (typically 57 

September–October) and called the “Akisame” or “Shurin” season (referred to hereafter 58 

“Akisame”), which is associated with the southward migration of a frontal zone (Matsumoto 59 

1988). Akisame precipitation is generally weaker and more intermittent than that during the 60 

Baiu season; however, the total precipitation amount is greater in eastern Japan than that 61 

during the Baiu season (Sekiguchi and Tamiya 1968; Kato 1997). Most of the annual 62 

precipitation falls during the two rainy seasons, making these seasons vital for water 63 

resource management; however, heavy precipitation events frequently occur during the 64 

rainy seasons, resulting in disasters such as floods and mudslides. Therefore, their long-65 

term variations and changes are one of the major concerns.  66 

On a broader perspective, the Baiu season is a phenomenon associated with the East 67 

Asian monsoon, which is one component of the Asian monsoon system (Wang and LinHo 68 

2002). The Meiyu–Baiu rainband that is responsible for Baiu precipitation is maintained by 69 
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moisture transport with low-level southerly monsoonal flows, driven by the zonal pressure 70 

difference between the warmer Asian continent and the relatively cooler Pacific Ocean 71 

(Kodama 1993; Kawamura and Murakami 1998; Wang and LinHo 2002). The rainband is 72 

accompanied by a quasi-stationary front that is characterized by the strong meridional 73 

gradient for moisture in the western part and temperature in the eastern part (Ninomiya and 74 

Murakami 1987; Tomita et al. 2011). The upper-level westerly jet sustains the large-scale 75 

ascending motion that triggers convection, forming the rainband (Sampe and Xie 2010; 76 

Horinouchi and Hayashi 2017).  77 

There are distinct differences between the background conditions for the Baiu and Akisame 78 

seasons, which correspond to the mature and retreat phase of the Asian summer monsoon, 79 

respectively (Kurashima 1968). During the Akisame season, low-level northerly winds 80 

prevail over central to northern China because of cooling over the Eurasian continent. In 81 

contrast, there are moist low-level southerly flows around Japan because the western Pacific 82 

subtropical high (WPSH) remains intense owing to active convection over the western North 83 

Pacific (Matsumoto 1992; Murakami and Matsumoto 1994; Kato 1997; Chen et al. 2004; 84 

Ding 2007). Consequently, a front generally exists between these different natures of 85 

airmass, and extratropical cyclones often develop in the background of the relatively strong 86 

baroclinicity (Matsumoto 1988; Takahashi 2013). Tropical cyclones (TCs) contribute further 87 

to Akisame precipitation, both directly and indirectly, through moisture transport and 88 

interaction with the upper-level westerly jet (Sekiguchi and Tamiya 1968; Chen et al. 2004; 89 
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Yoshikane and Kimura 2005; Kodama and Satoh 2022).  90 

Ongoing global warming has influenced spatial and temporal precipitation distribution. As 91 

atmospheric moisture content increases with temperature, precipitation intensity can be 92 

expected to have increased at short-time scales. In Japan, the intensity and frequency of 93 

precipitation extremes at daily and hourly scales have been increasing with statistical 94 

significance. (Fujibe et al. 2006; Duan et al. 2015; Nakaegawa and Murazaki 2022; Japan 95 

Meteorological Agency (JMA) 2022). On the other hand, the influence of global warming on 96 

total precipitation amount over longer-time scales is not straightforward, because it depends 97 

on changes in not only atmospheric moisture but also atmospheric circulation (Xie et al. 98 

2015). Nevertheless, it is known that the spatial pattern for changes in total precipitation on 99 

a broad scale roughly follows a “wet-gets-wetter” pattern (Held and Soden 2006) owing to 100 

the thermodynamical change. Given this rough approximation, precipitation amount during 101 

the rainy seasons is anticipated to increase as the climate warms. 102 

Long-term variations and trends of Baiu precipitation have been investigated using 103 

precipitation observations. Misumi (1994) found inter-decadal variations of Baiu precipitation 104 

(June–July), with a wetter period in 1924–1944 and a drier period in 1952–1972, especially 105 

in southwestern Japan. Endo (2011) analyzed precipitation records for western and eastern 106 

Japan from 1901 to 2009 and showed that precipitation over the Sea of Japan side of the 107 

country had decreased significantly in the early phase (early–mid-June), while it had 108 

increased significantly in the late phase (mid–late July) with amplification of year-to-year 109 
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variability. Otani and Kato (2015) reported a recent decrease in precipitation in northwestern 110 

Kyushu in late June by comparing precipitation data for 1971–2000 with data for 2001–2010. 111 

They attributed the decline in rainfall to a reduction in heavy precipitation events (>50 mm/d). 112 

Zhan et al. (2016) investigated a long-term trend of precipitation in East Asia from 1951 to 113 

2009 and showed that the early-summer rainy season had generally begun earlier in China 114 

and later in Korea and Japan, and that it had ended earlier north of 35°N and ended later to 115 

the south. Kato (2022) analyzed hourly precipitation data from the Automated Meteorological 116 

Data Acquisition System (AMeDAS, which has 1178 stations in Japan) from 1976 to 2020 117 

and showed a significant increase in the frequency of heavy rainfall events (>130 mm/3hr) 118 

during the Baiu season (June–July), especially in July. Based on precipitation estimates from 119 

satellite radar observations, Takahashi and Fujinami (2021) showed that the frequency of 120 

heavy precipitation events (>10 mm/h) during the Baiu season (mid-June–mid-July) 121 

increased by 24% between 1998–2008 and 2009–2019.  122 

In contrast to these insights into the Baiu precipitation, long-term precipitation variations 123 

during the Akisame season are poorly understood. The existing literature is limited to the 124 

studies of Oguchi and Fujibe (2012) and Duan et al. (2015), who examined precipitation 125 

data from 1901 at seasonal and regional scales in Japan. They identified decreasing trends 126 

in precipitation amount during fall (September to November), with a statistical significance 127 

at some weather stations. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the long-term variations 128 

for the Akisame season. Comparison of the results with those in Baiu precipitation could 129 
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help us further understand the characteristics of the two rainy seasons.  130 

This study investigates long-term variations in precipitation for the Baiu and Akisame 131 

seasons, as an extension of the work by Endo (2011), by extending the analysis period to 132 

recent years and adding an analysis for extreme precipitation and for the Akisame season, 133 

and focuses on exploring similarities and differences in the long-term changes between the 134 

two rainy seasons. Seasonal variation in precipitation during the warm season in Japan is 135 

characterized by two rainy periods that are separated by a break spell, which are caused by 136 

the migration of the Baiu/Akisame frontal zones and development of the WPSH, in 137 

association with seasonal evolution of the East Asian monsoon, resulting in a well-defined 138 

wet/dry cycle in the climatology (Chen et al. 2004; Ding 2007; Inoue and Matsumoto 2007). 139 

Considering the climatological feature, our analysis includes the beak spell (August), which 140 

could provide some insight on the mechanism of the long-term variations.  141 

 142 

2. Data and analysis 143 

This study analyzed precipitation data recorded continuously at 44 JMA weather stations 144 

from western to eastern Japan for the period 1901–2020. In our study, 7 weather stations 145 

(Niigata (47604), Kanazawa (47605), Choshi (47648), Hiroshima (47765), Okayama 146 

(47768), Izuhara (47800), and Saga (47813)) were added to those used in Endo (2011). The 147 

analysis was based on daily and 10-day or 11-day accumulated data (e.g., 1–10 July, 11–148 

20 July, and 21–31 July), which were compiled and digitalized by the JMA. Few precipitation 149 
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records were missing for this period (e.g., Fujibe et al. 2006; Oguchi and Fujibe 2012).  150 

In the analysis, the period from June to October was classified into three seasons: the Baiu 151 

season (June–July) and the Akisame season (September–October) as the wet spell, and 152 

the high summer season (August) as the relatively dry spell. The Baiu and Akisame seasons 153 

are further divided into three stages: the early stage, the mid-stage, and the late stage, as 154 

shown in Table 2. In addition, the mid–late stage is defined for the Baiu season by combining 155 

the mid-stage and the late stage. 156 

The weather stations were separated into four regions based on a definition of the JMA 157 

(2021): Sea of Japan side of eastern Japan (EJ); Pacific side of eastern Japan (EP); Sea of 158 

Japan side of western Japan (WJ); and Pacific side of western Japan (WP). The total 159 

numbers of stations included in each region were 5, 16, 10, and 13 for EJ, EP, WJ, and WP, 160 

respectively. The locations and regional classifications of the weather stations are shown in 161 

Fig. 1 and Table 1. We also defined five combined regions: eastern Japan (EJEP) comprises 162 

EJ and EP, western Japan (WJWP) comprises WJ and WP; Sea of Japan side of eastern 163 

and western Japan (EJWJ) comprises EJ and WJ; Pacific side of eastern and western Japan 164 

(EPWP) comprises EP and WP; and eastern and western Japan (ALL) comprises EJ, EP, 165 

WJ, and WP. Regional mean data were calculated where more than 80% of the station data 166 

had a quality flag of normal or quasi-normal (JMA 2021).  167 

Long-term changes were evaluated in two ways. In the first way, the climatology between 168 

the first half of the 20th century (1901–1950) and the early 21st century (2001–2020) is 169 
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compared. Here, according to JMA (2022), surface-air temperature remained relatively low 170 

before the 1940s, and the warmest years have all been observed since the 1990s; thus, it 171 

would be reasonable to compare the data for the period 1901–1950 and 2001–2020 to 172 

obtain possible signals of climate change. In the second way, a linear trend for 1901–2020 173 

is assessed using the least squares method. Statistical significance was estimated using a 174 

Student’s t-test for the former and the Mann–Kendall trend test (e.g., Wilks 2011) for the 175 

latter.  176 

 177 

3. Precipitation amount 178 

Figure 2 compares the regionally averaged 10-day precipitation climatology between the 179 

first half of the 20th century (1901–1950) and the early 21st century (2001–2020) from late 180 

May to early November. There is the first rainy period around June to July, corresponding to 181 

the Baiu season, which is clearly observed in western Japan (WJ and WP). In the earlier 182 

epoch, peak precipitation occurred in late June in EP, WJ, and WP, and in early July in EJ. 183 

Relative to the earlier epoch, precipitation decreases in the early stage of the Baiu season 184 

during the latter epoch, while it increases in the mid–late stages, especially for regions on 185 

the Sea of Japan side of the country (WJ and EJ). The magnitudes of the precipitation peaks 186 

are higher, and the timing of the peaks shifts from late June to early July in WJ, WP, and EP 187 

when compared with the earlier epoch. These suggest an intensification and seasonal delay 188 

for the Baiu precipitation.  189 
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A short break in precipitation is observed around August, corresponding to the high summer 190 

season. Relative to the earlier epoch, precipitation increases in mid–late August over regions 191 

on the Sea of Japan side of the country (WJ and EJ) during the latter epoch, suggesting a 192 

shortening of the relatively dry spell.  193 

The second rainy period occurs around September to October, corresponding to the 194 

Akisame season. In the earlier epoch (1901–1950), peak precipitation occurred in early–195 

mid-September in WJ and in mid-September–early October in WP, EJ, and EP, indicating a 196 

significant regional difference. The magnitude of the Akisame precipitation peak was greater 197 

for the EP region than that of the Baiu precipitation in the earlier epoch. However, the 198 

Akisame precipitation peak is less unclear in the recent epoch (2001–2020) over all regions, 199 

especially in WJ, and precipitation is slightly increased for the late stage relative to the earlier 200 

epoch. As a result of the recent decreasing of Akisame precipitation and the increase in 201 

precipitation during mid–late August, the second precipitation peak shift earlier in WJ and 202 

EJ.  203 

Next, long-term changes are investigated in another way. A linear trend was calculated for 204 

1901–2020 using the least squares method. The results are summarized in Table 2, which 205 

show the changes as mm (Table 2a) and % per 100 years (Table 2b). The results are 206 

generally consistent with the results in Fig. 2. There are negative trends for early-stage Baiu 207 

precipitation, ranging from −2.5%/century in WP to −20.9%/century in EJ. In contrast, 208 

positive trends are observed for the mid–late stage, especially for the Sea of Japan side 209 
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(+21.5%/century in EJ and +20.9%/century in WJ), where the trends are statistically 210 

significant. This results in increases in the total Baiu precipitation amounts for all regions 211 

except EP, although their statistical significances are low. The magnitudes of the negative 212 

(positive) trends in the early (late) stage are smaller compared with the results in Endo 213 

(2011) which analyzed 37 weather station data for the period 1901–2009.  214 

A clear contrast is noted between regions on the Sea of Japan side (+15.5%/century in EJ 215 

and +28.4%/century in WJ) and those on the Pacific side (−17.8%/century in EP and 216 

−4.7%/century in WP) of the country in the high summer season.  217 

The precipitation amount in the Akisame season tends to decrease in all regions. In 218 

particular, statistically significant negative trends are observed for the mid-stage of the 219 

season in most regions, ranging from −17.3%/century in EP to −28.1%/century in EJ. There 220 

are increasing trends for the late stage, which are also seen in Figure 2; however, the trends 221 

are not statistically significant.  222 

Lee et al. (2017) reviewed studies about the long-term variability of summer precipitation 223 

in Korea since the middle of the 20th century. They noted a significant increase in rainfall in 224 

August, which led to shortening of the dry spell between the first and second rainy periods 225 

(“Changma” and “second Changma”, respectively). Interestingly, this observed feature in 226 

Korea is consistent with the long-term trends for WJ and EJ in our study (Fig. 2 and Table 227 

2). Lee et al. (2017) attributed the increase in August precipitation in Korea to an enhanced 228 

interaction of landfalling TCs and the midlatitude baroclinic environment.  229 
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 230 

4. Heavy precipitation 231 

This section examines long-term changes in heavy precipitation, where it is defined as 232 

precipitation over 100 mm per day (R100mm). Figure 3 compare the frequency of heavy 233 

precipitation between the two epochs (1901–1950 and 2001–2020). For the Baiu season, 234 

there is a great increase in the frequency of R100mm events for all the regions except EP. 235 

The most prominent increase is found for WJ, where the frequency increases significantly 236 

in early–mid July and the timing of the peak shifts from late June to early July. No significant 237 

change is observed during the high summer season except late August for WJ. As for the 238 

Akisame season, the frequency peak for WJ is less clear in the later epoch than in the earlier 239 

epoch, as is the case of precipitation amount (Fig. 2a). The changes in the R100mm 240 

frequency during the Akisame season are generally smaller compared with those during the 241 

Baiu season, while the frequency increases in the late stage especially for regions on the 242 

Pacific side (WP and EP).  243 

Table 3 summarizes the linear trends from 1901 to 2020. They are generally consistent 244 

with the features in Fig. 3. The R100mm frequency during the Baiu season increases in most 245 

regions with a statistical significance: +88.9%/century in EJ, +75.3%/century in WJ, and 246 

+57.1%/century in WP, which are much larger than those for Baiu precipitation amount. Note 247 

that the trends are larger for WJ and WP than those for EJ when they are measured by 248 

changes in occurrence frequency. The increase in R100mm frequency are generally 249 
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observed for all the stages of the Baiu season, especially for the mid–late stages. The 250 

exception is the EP region, where small negative trends are observed for all the stages. In 251 

the high summer and the Akisame seasons, most trends are not statistically significant, 252 

although there are large positive trends for the late stage of the Akisame season when 253 

expressed as relative percentages (Table 3b). Thus, there are large differences in the long-254 

term trends between the Baiu and Akisame seasons for precipitation amount and frequency 255 

of heavy precipitation events.  256 

 257 

5. Different long-term changes between the Baiu and Akisame seasons 258 

5.1  Long-term trends 259 

In this section, we focus on the differences between the long-term changes identified for 260 

the Baiu and Akisame seasons. Table 4 summarizes regionally averaged long-term trends 261 

for surface-air temperature (SAT), precipitation amount, and the intensity and frequency of 262 

heavy precipitation. Here, in addition to the frequency of R100mm events described in the 263 

previous section, the intensity of heavy precipitation is evaluated using the seasonal 264 

maximum 1-day precipitation total (Rx1d), which is defined as the maximum 1-day 265 

precipitation total during the Baiu season (June to July) or the Akisame season (September 266 

to October) for each year. The long-term SAT trends were calculated using data from 267 

selected weather stations to avoid the effects of urbanization, following JMA (2022), as 268 

shown in Table 1. Two stations, Miyazaki (47830) and Iida (47637), were relocated in May 269 
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2000 and May 2002, respectively, so temperature data from these stations were corrected 270 

to eliminate the influence of the relocation using the method in Ohno et al. (2011), following 271 

JMA (2022). 272 

The long-term SAT trends show significant increases for both seasons for all regions, with 273 

a slightly larger increase in the Akisame season (Table 4). On the other hand, the long-term 274 

trends for precipitation amount in the Baiu and Akisame seasons are opposing, with large 275 

regional differences. For example, the trend for ALL is +5.2%/century (+4.2%/℃) for the Baiu 276 

season, but it is −6.3%/century (−4.3%/℃) for the Akisame season. The seasonal contrast 277 

is the most prominent for WJ, where the trend is +12.0%/century (+9.2%/℃) for the Baiu 278 

season and −14.1%/century (−9.6%/℃) for the Akisame season. Negative trends prevail for 279 

EP for both seasons, but the statistical significances of these are low.  280 

Rx1d and R100mm frequency have increased overall for both seasons, but the increase 281 

rates are much higher for the Baiu season than those for the Akisame season. For example, 282 

the trend for Rx1d for ALL is +10.4%/century (+8.4%/℃) for the Baiu season, while it is 283 

+6.4%/century (+4.4%/℃) for the Akisame season. The former rate is close to the increase 284 

expected from the Clausius–Clapeyron (C–C) relationship (approximately +7%/℃). There 285 

are substantial regional variations, including in the high rates for Rx1d: +23.5%/century 286 

(+18.1%/℃) for WJ and +13.2%/century (+12.7%/℃) for EJ during the Baiu season, and 287 

+15.5%/century (+12.0%/℃) in EP during the Akisame season. These rates of increase 288 

greatly exceed the C–C rate, suggesting that there is some dynamical enhancement.  289 
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Figure 4 shows the geographical distribution of the long-term trends in precipitation amount 290 

and Rx1d for the Baiu, high summer, and Akisame seasons. The spatial patterns for the Baiu 291 

and high summer seasons are similar: there are increasing trends on the Sea of Japan side 292 

as well as in western Japan, while decreasing trends on the Pacific side of eastern Japan. 293 

This pattern may be caused by an enhancement of south-westerly moisture flows associated 294 

with the East Asian monsoon and its interaction with topography. TC activity may also 295 

contribute to the pattern for the high summer season, as noted in Section 3. However, the 296 

spatial pattern for the Akisame season is markedly different from those of the previous two 297 

seasons, suggesting that different mechanisms may be important. This matter will be 298 

discussed in Section 6. It is also noted that the patterns for precipitation amount and Rx1d 299 

are dissimilar in the Akisame season, which may indicate different contributions from TC 300 

activity.  301 

 302 

5.2  Long-term variations 303 

Figures 5–7 show the time series for regional-average precipitation amounts, Rx1d, and 304 

R100mm frequency during the Baiu and Akisame seasons. These all vary on different time 305 

scales, from years to decades, with a long-term trend. The time series for precipitation 306 

amount shows that the variations differ between the Baiu and Akisame seasons (Fig. 5). For 307 

the Baiu season, there are decadal-scale variations, especially in western Japan, including 308 

relatively small values around the 1920s–1940s and large values around the 1950s–1970s, 309 
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as also found by Misumi (1994). Precipitation amount in the Akisame season has gradually 310 

decreased and its year-to-year variability has increased, resulting in a more frequent 311 

occurrence of small precipitation years in the recent decades.  312 

The time series for Rx1d (Fig. 6) and R100mm frequency (Fig. 7) also show seasonal and 313 

regional differences. The interannual variability for the Akisame season tends to be greater 314 

than that for the Baiu season, i.e., the year-to-year standard deviations of Rx1d normalized 315 

by its means for the period 1901–2020 are 0.28, 0.28, 0.27, and 0.25 (0.31, 0.32, 0.30, and 316 

0.35) and those of R100mm are 1.34, 1.07, 0.73, and 0.74 (1.72, 0.99, 0.84, and 0.97) for 317 

the Baiu season (Akisame season) for EJ, EP, WJ, and WP, respectively. This is possibly 318 

because there is more effect of TC activity during the Akisame season (e.g., Lee et al. 2019). 319 

There is an interdecadal shift in the magnitude of the interannual variability for the Akisame 320 

season, including considerably more variability in WJ during the first half of the 20th century 321 

and in WP and EP during recent decades relative to other periods.  322 

 323 

6. Summary and discussion 324 

We investigated long-term variations in precipitation during the major rainy periods in Japan 325 

(the Baiu and Akisame seasons) from 1901 to 2020, using precipitation records from 44 326 

weather stations in western to eastern Japan. There are positive trends for the total amount 327 

of Baiu precipitation over the past 120 years, mainly during the mid–late stages of the 328 

season (late June–July) over regions on the Sea of Japan side of the country. A clear 329 
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contrast is noted between regions on the Sea of Japan side (increase) and those on the 330 

Pacific side (decrease) in the following season (the high summer season). On the other hand, 331 

we found that the precipitation amount during the Akisame season has decreased, mainly 332 

during the mid-stage (late September–early October) over all regions. Rx1d and R100mm 333 

frequency have increased overall for both the Baiu and Akisame seasons, but the increase 334 

rates are much higher for the Baiu season compared to those for the Akisame season. In 335 

particular, a prominent positive trend, +23.5%/century (+18.1%/℃), which is much higher 336 

than the rate expected from the C–C relationship (approximately 7%/℃), is observed in WJ 337 

for Rx1d during the Baiu season. 338 

This study followed the work of Endo (2011), by extending the analysis period to recent 339 

years and adding an analysis for extreme precipitation and for the Akisame season. We 340 

have newly found that there are distinct differences in the long-term trends between the Baiu 341 

and Akisame seasons, although the statistical significances of the trends are not so high. In 342 

considering possible mechanisms to explain these differences, it is important to recognize 343 

that the two rainy periods occurs in different background situations. Baiu precipitation occurs 344 

during the mature stage of the Asian summer monsoon; thus, its main environmental 345 

forcings are moisture transport by southerly flows, driven by the thermal contrast between 346 

the Asian continent and the Pacific Ocean, and the upper-level westerly jet that induces 347 

adiabatic upward motion (Sampe and Xie 2010). On the other hand, Akisame precipitation 348 

occurs during the retreat stage of the Asian summer monsoon; thus, monsoonal flows are 349 
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relatively weak. Instead, moisture is supplied mainly from southerly flows along the periphery 350 

of the WPSH and from flows induced by TCs. Interactions between these moisture flows 351 

and the mid-latitude baroclinic environment, as well as storm track activity, are thought to be 352 

responsible for Akisame precipitation (Chen et al. 2004; Yoshikane and Kimura 2005; Lee 353 

et al. 2017; Kodama and Satoh 2022). Heavy precipitation in the Akisame season is thought 354 

to be strongly influenced by TC activity (Sekiguchi and Tamiya 1968). These differences in 355 

environmental factors may be responsible for the distinct differences in the observed trends. 356 

This matter should be pursued in a further study.  357 

It would be meaningful to discuss whether these observed trends are influenced by 358 

human-induced global warming. Further study using climate model simulations for the 20th 359 

century, such as the Detection and Attribution Model Intercomparison Project (DAMIP; Gillett 360 

et al. 2016), would be necessary to answer this question. Here, we compare our results with 361 

future global warming simulations instead because these are more accessible at the 362 

moment. Future projections with a high-resolution atmospheric general circulation model 363 

(Mizuta et al. 2012) indicate that global warming will lead to an intensification of the Baiu 364 

rainband, with its slight southward shift relative to its current position during early summer 365 

(Kusunoki 2018; Endo et al. 2021). The model simulations also project little change in 366 

precipitation around Japan during early autumn (Fig. 4 of Endo et al. (2021)) and contrasting 367 

precipitation changes between the Sea of Japan and the Pacific sides of the country in 368 

August (Ose 2019). Opposing responses of the upper-level westerly jet in early summer and 369 
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the following seasons is thought to be a key to the seasonality of the precipitation changes 370 

(Endo et al. 2021). The intensity of precipitation extremes in East Asia is projected to be 371 

stronger in a warmer climate (Kusunoki and Mizuta 2013; Endo et al. 2022). It is notable that 372 

the features from the observation records are similar to the simulated future changes in 373 

many aspects. This suggests that global warming induced by greenhouse gas (GHG) forcing 374 

may influence the observed changes. Underlying mechanisms should be further explored. 375 

However, it is known that anthropogenic aerosol forcing, the impact of which is generally 376 

opposite to that of the GHG forcing, significantly influenced the East Asian summer monsoon 377 

in the latter half of the 20th century (Song et al. 2014; Zhou et al. 2020). Estimating the 378 

relative importance of the GHG and aerosol forcings to the observed trends is a task  379 

should be addressed in future studies.  380 

 381 
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 512 

List of Figures 513 

Fig. 1. Location of meteorological stations used in this study. Different colors indicate 514 

different regions: Sea of Japan side of eastern Japan (EJ; light blue with triangle), Pacific 515 

side of Eastern Japan (EP; green with circle), Sea of Japan side of Western Japan (WJ; 516 

dark purple with triangle), and Pacific side of Western Japan (WP; magenta with circle). 517 

Shading indicates topography height (unit: m). 518 

 519 

Fig. 2. Regionally averaged 10-day precipitation amounts (mm) during late May to early 520 

November for the first half of the 20th century (1901–1950: dashed black line) and the 521 

early 21st century (2001–2020: solid red line) in (a) WJ, (b) WP, (c) EJ, and (d) EP. Filled 522 

circles denote statistical significance at the 90% confidence level for a two-sided test, 523 

determined by a Student’s t-test considering the difference between the two periods. The 524 

numbers of 1, 2, and 3 for each month along the horizontal axis denote 1st–10th, 11th-525 

20th, and 21st-30th (or 31st), respectively. 526 

 527 

Fig. 3. As Fig. 2, but for the number of days with precipitation over 100 mm (R100mm). 528 

 529 

Fig. 4. Geographical distribution of the linear trend (% per 100 years) of (upper panels) 530 
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precipitation amount and (lower panels) Rx1d for 1901–2020 during (a, b) the Baiu season 531 

(June–July), (c, d) the high summer season (August), and (e, f) the Akisame season 532 

(September–October). The size of each mark reflects the magnitude of the trend. The red 533 

(blue) circles indicate increasing (decreasing) trends, and the cross (minus) indicates 534 

absolute values of less than 5% per 100 years with an increasing (decreasing) trend. 535 

Shading indicates topography height (unit: m). The percentage trend is presented relative 536 

to the 1901–1950 mean. 537 

 538 

Fig. 5. Time series for regionally averaged precipitation during (a–d) the Baiu season (June 539 

to July) and (e–h) the Akisame season (September to October) for 1901–2020. (a, e) WJ, 540 

(b, f) WP, (c, g) EJ, and (d, h) EP. Thick lines indicate the 11-year running mean. The 541 

percentage trend is presented relative to the 1901–1950 mean. 542 

 543 

Fig. 6. As Fig. 5, but for the seasonal maximum 1-day precipitation total (Rx1d). 544 

 545 

Fig. 7. As Fig. 5, but for the number of days with precipitation over 100 mm (R100mm). 546 

 547 

Table 1. List of weather stations whose data were used for precipitation analysis. The 548 

regional classifications are shown in the fifth column. Weather stations used for the 549 

analysis of surface-air temperature (SAT) are indicated by a check mark in the sixth 550 
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column. 551 

 552 

Table 2. (a) Linear trends for regionally averaged precipitation for 1901–2020, represented 553 

by mm per 100 years. (b) As (a), but with the linear trend represented by % per 100 years, 554 

calculated relative to the 1901–1950 mean. Underlined (double underlined) denotes 555 

statistical significance at the 90% (95%) confidence level for a two-sided test, based on 556 

the Mann–Kendall trend test. 557 

 558 

Table 3. As Table 2, but for the number of days with precipitation over 100 mm (R100mm). 559 

In (a), values are multiplied by 100. 560 

 561 

Table 4. Linear trends for the regional averages for SAT, precipitation, Rx1d, and R100mm 562 

frequency for 1901–2020. Underlined (double underlined) denotes statistical significance 563 

at the 90% (95%) confidence level for a two-sided test, based on the Mann–Kendall trend 564 

test. The trends expressed as percentages are relative to the 1901–1950 mean. 565 

  566 
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 567 

 568 

Fig. 1. Location of meteorological stations used in this study. Different colors indicate 569 

different regions: Sea of Japan side of eastern Japan (EJ; light blue with triangle), Pacific 570 

side of Eastern Japan (EP; green with circle), Sea of Japan side of Western Japan (WJ; 571 

dark purple with triangle), and Pacific side of Western Japan (WP; magenta with circle). 572 

Shading indicates topography height (unit: m). 573 

  574 
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 575 

Fig. 2. Regionally averaged 10-day precipitation amounts (mm) during late May to early 576 

November for the first half of the 20th century (1901–1950: dashed black line) and the early 577 

21st century (2001–2020: solid red line) in (a) WJ, (b) WP, (c) EJ, and (d) EP. Filled circles 578 

denote statistical significance at the 90% confidence level for a two-sided test, determined 579 

by a Student’s t-test considering the difference between the two periods. The numbers of 1, 580 

2, and 3 for each month along the horizontal axis denote 1st–10th, 11th-20th, and 21st-30th 581 

(or 31st), respectively. 582 

 583 
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 584 

Fig. 3. As Fig. 2, but for the number of days with precipitation over 100 mm (R100mm). 585 

  586 
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 587 

 588 

Fig. 4. Geographical distribution of the linear trend (% per 100 years) of (upper panels) 589 

precipitation amount and (lower panels) Rx1d for 1901–2020 during (a, b) the Baiu season 590 

(June–July), (c, d) the high summer season (August), and (e, f) the Akisame season 591 

(September–October). The size of each mark reflects the magnitude of the trend. The red 592 

(blue) circles indicate increasing (decreasing) trends, and the cross (minus) indicates 593 

absolute values of less than 5% per 100 years with an increasing (decreasing) trend. 594 

Shading indicates topography height (unit: m). The percentage trend is presented relative 595 

to the 1901–1950 mean. 596 

  597 
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 598 

Fig. 5. Time series for regionally averaged precipitation during (a–d) the Baiu season (June 599 

to July) and (e–h) the Akisame season (September to October) for 1901–2020. (a, e) WJ, 600 

(b, f) WP, (c, g) EJ, and (d, h) EP. Thick lines indicate the 11-year running mean. The 601 

percentage trend is presented relative to the 1901–1950 mean. 602 

 603 

 604 

Fig. 6. As Fig. 5, but for the seasonal maximum 1-day precipitation total (Rx1d). 605 

  606 
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 607 

Fig. 7. As Fig. 5, but for the number of days with precipitation over 100 mm (R100mm). 608 

  609 
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Table 1. List of weather stations whose data were used for precipitation analysis. The 610 

regional classifications are shown in the fifth column. Weather stations used for the analysis 611 

of surface-air temperature (SAT) are indicated by a check mark in the sixth column.  612 

  613 

  614 

WMO ID Name Latitude (°N) Longuitude ( °E) Region SAT
47604 NIIGATA 37.893 139.018 EJ
47605 KANAZAWA 36.588 136.633 EJ
47606 FUSHIKI 36.792 137.055 EJ ✓
47610 NAGANO 36.662 138.192 EP
47615 UTSUNOMIYA 36.548 139.868 EP
47616 FUKUI 36.055 136.222 EJ
47617 TAKAYAMA 36.155 137.253 EP
47618 MATSUMOTO 36.247 137.970 EP
47624 MAEBASHI 36.405 139.060 EP
47626 KUMAGAYA 36.150 139.380 EP
47629 MITO 36.380 140.467 EP
47631 TSURUGA 35.653 136.062 EJ
47632 GIFU 35.400 136.762 EP
47636 NAGOYA 35.167 136.965 EP
47637 IIDA 35.523 137.822 EP ✓
47638 KOFU 35.667 138.553 EP
47648 CHOSHI 35.738 140.857 EP ✓
47651 TSU 34.733 136.518 EP
47654 HAMAMATSU 34.753 137.712 EP
47662 TOKYO 35.690 139.760 EP
47670 YOKOHAMA 35.438 139.652 EP
47742 SAKAI 35.543 133.235 WJ ✓
47755 HAMADA 34.897 132.070 WJ ✓
47759 KYOTO 35.013 135.732 WP
47761 HIKONE 35.275 136.243 WJ ✓
47762 SHIMONOSEKI 33.948 130.925 WJ
47765 HIROSHIMA 34.398 132.462 WP
47766 KURE 34.240 132.550 WP
47768 OKAYAMA 34.660 133.917 WP
47770 KOBE 34.697 135.212 WP
47772 OSAKA 34.682 135.518 WP
47777 WAKAYAMA 34.228 135.163 WP
47800 IZUHARA 34.197 129.292 WJ
47807 FUKUOKA 33.582 130.375 WJ
47813 SAGA 33.265 130.305 WJ
47815 OITA 33.235 131.618 WJ
47817 NAGASAKI 32.733 129.867 WJ
47819 KUMAMOTO 32.813 130.707 WJ
47827 KAGOSHIMA 31.555 130.547 WP
47830 MIYAZAKI 31.938 131.413 WP ✓
47887 MATSUYAMA 33.843 132.777 WP
47890 TADOTSU 34.275 133.752 WP ✓
47893 KOCHI 33.567 133.548 WP
47895 TOKUSHIMA 34.067 134.573 WP
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Table 2. (a) Linear trends for regionally averaged precipitation for 1901–2020, represented 615 

by mm per 100 years. (b) As (a), but with the linear trend represented by % per 100 years, 616 

calculated relative to the 1901–1950 mean. Underlined (double underlined) denotes 617 

statistical significance at the 90% (95%) confidence level for a two-sided test, based on the 618 

Mann–Kendall trend test.  619 

 620 

  621 

High
summer

Early Mid Late Mid-late All All Early Mid Late All
6/1-6/20 6/21-7/10 7/11-7/31 6/21-7/31 6/1-7/31 8/1-8/31 9/1-9/20 9/21-10/10 10/11-10/31 9/1-10/31

EJ -17.9 13.2 41.1 54.5 36.7 21.2 11.6 -41.0 -1.2 -30.7
EP -15.7 -3.8 4.6 0.7 -15.1 -30.1 0.8 -27.4 10.7 -15.8
WJ -16.0 37.5 39.4 76.9 61.2 43.9 -32.5 -22.1 4.3 -50.3
WP -3.6 20.8 14.6 35.4 31.8 -7.4 11.6 -35.4 14.5 -9.4
EJWJ -16.9 29.5 40.0 69.8 53.2 36.1 -17.8 -28.4 2.5 -43.7
EPWP -10.2 7.2 9.1 16.3 5.9 -19.9 5.7 -30.9 12.4 -12.9
EJEP -16.2 0.1 13.3 13.3 -2.9 -17.9 3.4 -30.6 7.8 -19.4
WJWP -9.1 28.0 25.4 53.4 44.5 14.8 -7.7 -29.5 10.1 -27.2
ALL -12.6 14.7 19.6 34.4 21.8 -0.8 -2.4 -30.0 9.0 -23.4

High
summer

Early Mid Late Mid-late All All Early Mid Late All
6/1-6/20 6/21-7/10 7/11-7/31 6/21-7/31 6/1-7/31 8/1-8/31 9/1-9/20 9/21-10/10 10/11-10/31 9/1-10/31

EJ -20.9 8.5 41.7 21.5 10.8 15.5 8.3 -28.1 -1.0 -7.6
EP -13.6 -2.8 4.3 0.3 -4.2 -17.8 0.6 -17.3 11.5 -4.0
WJ -11.2 15.2 32.4 20.9 12.0 28.4 -18.9 -18.9 6.4 -14.1
WP -2.5 10.3 13.2 11.3 7.0 -4.7 8.4 -25.0 19.5 -2.6
EJWJ -13.6 13.7 35.0 21.2 11.7 24.3 -11.1 -22.4 2.9 -11.8
EPWP -8.0 4.3 8.4 5.9 1.5 -12.1 4.1 -20.5 14.6 -3.4
EJEP -14.9 0.1 12.7 5.4 -0.8 -11.1 2.4 -19.8 7.9 -4.9
WJWP -6.4 12.7 22.0 15.9 9.3 9.4 -5.0 -22.5 14.1 -7.6
ALL -9.9 8.0 17.8 11.7 5.2 -0.5 -1.7 -21.0 10.7 -6.3

Region
Baiu Akisame

(a) Linear trend [mm per 100 years]

Region
Baiu Akisame

(b) Linear trend [% 100 years]
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Table 3. As Table 2, but for the number of days with precipitation over 100 mm 622 

(R100mm). In (a), values are multiplied by 100.  623 

  624 

  625 

High
summer

Early Mid Late Mid-to-late All All Early Mid Late All
6/1-6/20 6/21-7/10 7/11-7/31 6/21-7/31 6/1-7/31 8/1-8/31 9/1-9/20 9/21-10/10 10/11-10/31 9/1-10/31

EJ 1.3 4.8 5.3 10.1 11.4 -0.7 2.4 -1.7 3.3 4.0
EP -3.3 -1.4 -0.2 -1.6 -5.0 -5.6 8.7 -0.1 9.0 17.7
WJ 7.1 19.7 16.8 36.4 43.7 8.5 -9.6 -7.2 1.6 -15.1
WP 3.3 14.7 6.6 21.2 24.5 -0.3 15.0 -6.9 8.9 16.9
EJWJ 5.1 14.8 12.9 27.9 33.1 5.4 -5.6 -5.4 2.2 -8.8
EPWP -0.4 5.8 2.9 8.7 8.2 -3.2 11.5 -3.1 9.0 17.4
EJEP -2.2 0.1 1.1 1.2 -1.1 -4.4 7.2 -0.4 7.7 14.5
WJWP 4.9 16.8 11.0 27.8 32.8 3.5 4.3 -7.0 5.7 3.0
ALL 1.5 8.9 6.3 15.2 16.6 -0.3 5.7 -3.9 6.7 8.5

High
summer

Early Mid Late Mid-to-late All All Early Mid Late All
6/1-6/20 6/21-7/10 7/11-7/31 6/21-7/31 6/1-7/31 8/1-8/31 9/1-9/20 9/21-10/10 10/11-10/31 9/1-10/31

EJ 159.7 70.8 101.7 84.2 88.9 -10.3 54.6 -28.9 413.2 35.5
EP -48.7 -20.2 -2.7 -11.8 -24.9 -33.4 82.9 -0.5 218.5 58.3
WJ 70.0 58.3 119.7 76.2 75.3 50.2 -37.1 -60.1 63.4 -37.5
WP 28.2 74.8 56.1 67.8 57.1 -1.7 116.0 -43.7 250.3 52.5
EJWJ 72.4 59.7 116.7 77.6 77.0 39.3 -29.9 -53.9 110.1 -28.6
EPWP -4.1 46.1 32.7 40.6 27.1 -17.8 99.3 -19.7 231.7 55.7
EJEP -41.2 1.2 18.5 9.4 -5.9 -30.6 79.6 -3.3 229.6 56.0
WJWP 44.6 65.3 86.6 72.3 66.3 18.6 23.3 -49.6 183.0 8.4
ALL 17.9 52.8 65.9 57.6 48.0 -1.8 40.5 -28.0 206.0 27.3

(b) Linear trend [% per 100 years]

Region
Baiu Akisame

(a) Linear trend [frequency per 100 years, multiplied by 100]

Region
Baiu Akisame
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Table 4. Linear trends for the regional averages for SAT, precipitation, Rx1d, and R100mm 626 

frequency for 1901–2020. Underlined (double underlined) denotes statistical significance at 627 

the 90% (95%) confidence level for a two-sided test, based on the Mann–Kendall trend test. 628 

The trends expressed as percentages are relative to the 1901–1950 mean.  629 

  630 

 631 

Region SAT R100mm SAT R100mm

℃/100yr %/100yr %/℃ %/100yr %/℃ %/100yr ℃/100yr %/100yr %/℃ %/100yr %/℃ %/100yr

EJ 1.03 10.8 10.5 13.2 12.7 88.9 1.23 -7.6 -6.2 10.9 8.9 35.5

EP 1.07 -4.2 -3.9 -3.1 -2.9 -24.9 1.29 -4.0 -3.1 15.5 12.0 58.3

WJ 1.30 12.0 9.2 23.5 18.1 75.3 1.48 -14.1 -9.6 -10.9 -7.4 -37.5

WP 1.37 7.0 5.1 11.7 8.5 57.1 1.70 -2.6 -1.6 8.4 4.9 52.5

EJWJ 1.23 11.7 9.5 20.8 16.9 77.0 1.41 -11.8 -8.3 -5.3 -3.7 -28.6

EPWP 1.22 1.5 1.2 4.3 3.5 27.1 1.49 -3.4 -2.3 12.3 8.2 55.7

EJEP 1.05 -0.8 -0.8 0.7 0.6 -5.9 1.27 -4.9 -3.9 14.6 11.5 56.0

WJWP 1.33 9.3 7.0 17.2 12.9 66.3 1.56 -7.6 -4.9 -0.4 -0.3 8.4

ALL 1.23 5.2 4.2 10.4 8.4 48.0 1.45 -6.3 -4.3 6.4 4.4 27.3

Precipitation Rx1d Precipitation Rx1d

Baiu (June-July) Akisame (September-October)


